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Subscription Vendor Services

Subscriptions to both large and small e-journal bundles from publishers have become commonplace in academic libraries during the past few years. It is not the purpose of this article to debate the pros and cons of these e-journal bundles, also known as “big deal” packages; they are a reality. The terms and conditions of these subscriptions are as varied as the titles and publishers themselves; managing the various and complex terms, title lists, contracts, and conditions has been challenging for libraries and subscription vendors alike. Most academic libraries in the United States contract with a third party subscription vendor to handle their e-journal and print subscriptions, whether they are individual titles or large, comprehensive bundles. In return for a fee that is usually based in part on the total cost of a library’s serials subscriptions, subscription vendors provide a variety of services to libraries. The utility of these services is important without a doubt, especially to libraries with limited staffing. While subscription vendors have played a central role in managing library subscriptions in the past, the time has come to investigate the usefulness of their services in the “big deal” world.

New Realities and a Hypothetical Scenario

For better or worse, publishers offer comprehensive e-bundle packages where a library pays an annual fee to access all titles that a publisher may offer. This is especially true of the larger publishers in the disciplines of science, technology, and medicine, also known as STM. The price basis of these “big deal” packages varies greatly. In consortial deals, some publishers use a pooled historical (print) title list gathered from multiple institutions while others base the price on FTE, Carnegie Classification, or other usage data. The complexity of pricing models, consortial deals, and even direct-to-publisher deals has created an enormous amount of data that a library needs to have readily available. A library needs ready access to title lists, coverage dates, license details, renewal dates, contact information, access URLs, and the list goes on and on. In addition, while ERM (Electronic Resource Management) systems are alleviating some of the information management burden, we are far from a comprehensive solution. It really is not necessary to describe how completely different managing e-resources is from managing print resources. We all know that it is an enormous and never-ending task. So where does the subscription vendor fit in with “big deal” packages?

Let us consider a hypothetical but completely realistic scenario. A library has existing electronic subscriptions to approximately 100 titles from Publisher X and is interested in licensing access to all of Publisher X’s titles for an annual subscription fee. This is the quintessential “big deal” package. Since some subscription vendors are now offering negotiation services, the library now considers whether to have their subscription vendor negotiate the deal.

Negotiation: Who Handles It?

The art of negotiation is a skill that is perfected with experience. It is not a skill that is routinely taught in library schools although some, including myself, would argue that it should be. Some librarians are very astute at negotiating and some are not. As a group, however, librarians are not business-oriented people and we lack negotiation skills. In fact, many of us abhor corporate culture and identify the academy as the culture with which we feel most at home, both personally and politically. It is a simple fact that librarians tend to be poor negotiators by nature. It is my opinion that librarianship could use an injection of the business mentality when it comes to negotiating subscription contracts. That does not mean being unethical, but we should all “go to bat” for our institutions; it is what we are paid to do. Furthermore, it has been my experience that vendors and publisher representatives respect good negotiation and that they are genuinely good people. They are not the prophetic boogey-men that some of us make them out to be. Ask your representative questions, ask for deeper discounts and price caps, be creative, and remember that the answer is always “no” if you never ask.

As much as I would love to see librarians “go to bat” for themselves, we need to ask the question, “Should we ask third party subscription vendors to do our negotiating for us?” Is negotiating contracts a new service for which libraries should pay vendors a percentage fee? continued on page 75
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Think about it; it is an interesting question. Vendors’ sales representatives are typically business-oriented; perhaps they would do a better job of negotiating than most librarians. After all, they are employed by for-profit companies and their bottom line depends on how much of a profit margin they can maintain.

On the other side of the argument, we must ask whether a subscription vendor is our best representative, from a legal and ethical standpoint. Whether one’s own bargaining position at one’s own institution is always possible. Giving a subscription vendor the legal authority simply to activate an e-journal is an issue of legal agency. Many publishers will not allow a subscription agent to activate an electronic subscription. Rather, most publishers require libraries, not subscription agents, to set up authentication and activate online subscriptions. Activating an electronic subscription is a small fraction of the complete picture. If libraries are interested in letting subscription vendors negotiate and possibly sign subscription contracts, legal power of attorneys must also be considered. How much of this process are we willing to let vendors perform (i.e., how much legal power should we give them)? If they are negotiating the contracts, are they also signing them on our behalf? Would that be legal at state-supported institutions? In addition, how are vendors involved in consortial deals? That muddies the waters even more. If we let vendors negotiate consortial deals, are we replacing the consortium with the vendor? Furthermore, there is the issue of industry competition. Would a vendor that hosts a publisher’s content on their own platform be the best choice to negotiate a deal with a different vendor that also hosts the same publisher’s content? There is a definite possibility for conflicts of interest to arise.

Should subscription vendors negotiate contracts as part of their service? Do we trust them to negotiate pricing, title lists, and rights with the library? Do we trust them to manage records, budgets, and curricula in mind? Is it legal to allow them to do this? Obviously, the legal circumstances will vary by institution and by state; the answers to these questions will likely be handled on a case-by-case basis in the near future. It is up to the institution to decide whether this is a good approach.

Old Vendor Service Models... Do They Make Sense in the E-World?

Negotiation questions aside, let us say that our hypothetical library has decided to negotiate their own contract with Publisher X. The next big decision is figuring out if they want to have their subscription vendor pay Publisher X for this package or not. This is not anything new, but in the past year I have come to question the merit of this practice, especially in the case of “big deal” packages. While subscription vendors are offering ERM systems and other services to help libraries manage these huge bundles of e-journals, how much of the managing and work are they, the vendors, actually doing? After all, provision of ERM services is not included in the service fee in most cases. Furthermore, libraries are maintaining ERM systems themselves. What exactly are libraries paying the service fees they pay vendors to manage their “big deal” e-journal bundles? First, we must take stock of the work that our sample library has already done, and the situation in which it may find itself.

The library has probably spent two weeks (at a bare minimum) negotiating the deal, deciding if they can afford it, signing contracts, and making sure their reputation is not damaged. This library has already had access to approximately 100 titles from Publisher X, it is unlikely that they will set up an account or register any IP ranges. Nevertheless, there are the tasks of cataloging the new titles, adding the titles to their OpenURL resolver’s knowledge base, and possibly (2) entering metadata about the new collection into their ERM system. The ERM is capable of recording their current title list, which may be the basis of their pricing for access to Publisher X’s entire collection.

Should this library pay its subscription vendor to pay Publisher X in turn for this “big deal” e-journal package?

The library has already done all of the upfront work and will certainly have to do the cataloging of these new e-journals. Even if the subscription vendor offers a MARC record service to streamline cataloging, it is not likely included with the standard service fee. To the best of my knowledge, no subscription vendor maintains any library’s OpenURL knowledge base; the same cannot be said of a library’s ERM system. At this point, the subscription vendor is being paid 3% (as an example) simply to write a check to Publisher X. In some cases, that 3% fee could be an enormous amount of money, possibly enough to pay a library employee’s annual salary.

In the print world, in return for this percentage fee, a subscription vendor would order and renew every single title that the library had a subscription to, process claims for damaged or missing issues, and offer other services such as bar coding and labeling that would make journal management easier. In the case of “big deal” bundles, however, these huge lists of individual titles are becoming less and less of concern. The library now has access to everything that the publisher offers. With the package subscription, there is only one budget line item for Publisher X, not 100, and that is much easier to manage. There will be no lengthy list of titles to renew annually, no claiming of damaged or missing titles, no bar coding, no labeling, nor any of the other services for which libraries pay a service fee to a subscription vendor.

If the library has received very little in return for that 5% fee up to this point, will they receive anything in the future? The answer to that is unequivocally, “Yes.” There will undoubtedly be time-consuming problems with access to Publisher X’s content, and the subscription vendor will handle those problems. Subscription vendors track publisher changes, cancellations, cessations, access problems, and decided to bypass our subscription vendor for a number of reasons. We took a close look at the total dollar amount we paid to about a dozen different publishers and decided that we could easily manage those resources on our own, given our level of staffing. With regard to our “big deal” e-journal packages, our Information Resources Development Team handles access problems, checks title lists (the frequency of which depends on the publisher), gathers usage statistics, renews packages, tracks historical title...
lists and costs, etc. We employ a variety of tools including an ERM system, for which we contract with a vendor other than our subscription agent, and other homegrown solutions. In the end, we removed approximately $1,000,000 from our annual renewal list and saved about $30,000 in service fees. We have numerous individual electronic subscriptions that we continue to allow our subscription vendor to handle, but we viewed the removal of our “big deal” e-journal packages from our annual renewal list as an effective cost-saving measure. Will our approach work for every library? Certainly not. Should all libraries cut our their subscription vendors (a “stick it to the man” attitude)? Again, certainly not. A subscription vendor’s services can be valuable for libraries large and small. In fact, for small libraries, cutting out the agent is likely a bad idea and will result in more work than a small staff can handle. However, I believe this approach is worth considering seriously at most medium-sized and large academic libraries.

New Services and Pricing Models
What new services and pricing might libraries expect from subscription vendors in the newly emerging world of managing “big deal” bundles? Negotiation services have already been discussed as a possibility. If a library does all the negotiating and up-front work, perhaps a lower service fee could be charged for that publisher’s package. Perhaps subscription vendors should provide libraries with an ERM system as part of the service fee instead of charging an additional fee. Libraries invest huge amounts of money, time, and human resources in maintaining and implementing ERM systems, and they have become necessities. In the past, subscription vendors developed tools to make managing print journals easier. These tools included complicated spreadsheets replete with subscription information, billing integrated with ILS acquisition modules, and Web-based administrative portals. It makes sense to me that ERM systems replace and supplement many of these older systems, but not for an additional fee. Librarians are performing different tasks with new and different systems, for the same managerial purpose. Perhaps subscription vendors should maintain OpenURL knowledge bases as part of their fee. Perhaps librarians should demand that publishers allow subscription vendors to activate online subscriptions. Maybe subscription vendors could offer an annual rebate for libraries that have a low number of service requests. These are simply ideas at this point; it is hoped that they will contribute to a long and productive dialogue with our subscription vendors.
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digital collections such as historical documents, photos, newspapers, audio and video on the Web. OCLC has been the exclusive distributor of CONTENTdm software to libraries, cultural heritage organizations and other nonprofit organizations since 2002. Greg Zick, founder of DiMeMa and former Professor at the University of Washington, will be Vice President of OCLC Digital Services, and will report to Phyllis B. Spies, Vice President, OCLC Collection Management Services. The DiMeMa staff of 11 will maintain its office in Seattle, Washington.
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